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MAIN IDEA

Why is it that many of the ideas and practices which
are pretty much held as universal truths are actually
deeply unpopular with and intensely frustrating to
the people they are supposed to serve?

The workplace of today is full of systems,
processes and tools but for the most part they are
deeply flawed and work against the idea that you
should have the ability to express what's unique
about you in the work you do every day. That's why
global worker engagement is at less than 20
percent.

Specifically, there are nine myths or lies which will
get pushed at you daily which simply are not true.
They aim to satisfy the organization's need for
control more than anything else. Replace them with
nine truths and prosper.

"We came to think of our audience not as the new

leader but as the freethinking leader. A leader who

embraces a world in which the weird uniqueness of

each individual is seen not as a flaw to be ground

down but as a mess worth engaging with, the raw

mater ial for al l heal thy, ethical , thr iv ing

organizations; a leader who rejects dogma and

instead seeks out evidence; who values emergent

patterns above received wisdom; who thrills to the

power of teams; who puts faith in findings, not

philosophy; and above all, a leader who knows that

the only way to make the world better tomorrow is to

have the courage and the wit to face up to how it

really is today. This is for you."

– Marcus Buckingham and Ashley Goodall
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